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Hina'mi Yuna Suzu'ha

Hina'mi Yuna Suzu'ha is a player character played by Ashwing.1)

Hina'mi Yuna Suzu'ha
Species & Gender: Shukaren Daur (Sub-Species) Female

Date of Birth: ER771v
Organization: Neshaten Division 5
Occupation: Field Operator

Rank: Operator
Current Placement:

Preferred Plots:

Division 51.

Physical Description

Suzu'ha is a mix of very common and very rare traits. Both her hair and tail are as black as it can be and
if not for her white tail tip and white fuzz inside her ears, it would be hard to spot her hair and tail during
a dark night. Her fur coat covering her pale skin typical of Daurs, is very thin and white, barely visible
under normal circumstances. She enjoys taking care of herself, and carries a neshaten grooming tool on
her at all times. It's not uncommon for her to take it out on idle moments.

Her eyes are of a clear and beautiful blue, like shining stars litting the night that is her hair. Her height (4'
5''), weight (82 lbs) and her body proportions are pretty average for her age, as is typical for Daurs, her
chest is on the smaller side.

When off-duty she prefers to wear confortable and light clothes, usually going with shorts, a tank top and
open shoes. She likes to keep her hair loose most of the time, which reaches the middle of her back in
lenght, but ties it up in a ponytail when on the field so it doesn't get in the way.

Personality

Cheerful and talkative. Suzu'ha is always eager to chat with pretty much anyone, a trait that could be
considered annoying by some quieter people. Curious and always willing to learn new things, be it
related to people or the galaxy as a whole, she's often the one that begins a conversation and keeps it
going. Her enthusiasm also extends itself to her work, especially when it's related to explosives. There
are few things can't be solved with a well-placed bomb, after all. One thing is for sure though, she values
her family and friends above anything else, and as she sees it, there no such a thing as “going too far”
when it's about protecting them.
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She keeps a small notebook on her at all times, writing down anything she deems to be of importance.

Likes: Chatting, reading, explosives and grooming herself.

Dislikes: Liars, lazyness and egotistical people.

History

Hina'mi Yuna Suzu'ha was born in ER771v.

Suzu'ha was born and grew up at Netoshen at a poor and crime ridden part of the city, a place where
sustaining a family was not easy, and even putting food on the table was a struggle. Her parents though,
Hina'mi Ken'ji and Yuna Koume, always did their utmost best to keep the family afloat and provide their
only daughter with a quality education. They were carpenters, and always kept themselves within the
law, even though their situation usually encouraged the opposite. Such childhood infused the young kit
with a strong sense of right and wrong and a deep love for her family.

Once she completed 8 years of neshaten age, hoping to assist her family by bringing in some money, she
started looking for a job herself. Eventually, she landed one on a local library a few miles from her home.
At first, her parents opposed her choice, but the girl was adamant and thus started working as a library
assistant. While the library was outside the worst part of the town, the route that led to it was not.
Muggings were common and the girl had to learn how to fend for herself, be it by remaining
inconspicuous or by running from possible pursuers. As days turned to weeks, which in turn turned to
months, the girl got increasingly street-smart, learned how to avoid unnecessary trouble, as well as some
basic fighting techniques to protect herself.

As for her time in the library itself, Suzu'ha met a whole new world within the books. The head-librarian,
Victo'rov Mi'sali was a Daur of culture, and frequently encouraged the young girl to read. Suzu'ha started
bringing some books to her home, and in a matter of weeks got completely hooked. The pages told
stories of worlds beyond her reach, of heroes of ages past, people that changed the course of history
forever with their deeds. She wondered what was left to be discovered. She wept at tragedies and smiled
at great deeds. It was almost like she was there, witnessing it all.

Needless to say, the books heavily influenced the kit's life. She would passionately tell her parents every
night about the worlds she had visited within the pages, she would tell them of V'kaste and her heroic
deeds. She wished she could see it all with her own two eyes. She wished she could travel the galaxy and
meet all there was to meet, she wished she could do great deeds, do her part for the kingdom and raise
herself and her family from the mud. Desire led to action and the kit joined the youth corps at 12 years of
age.

She worked hard. Life in the youth corps was nothing like her life back in the slums, the hardships were
completely different. She didn't have the physical strenght, nor any skills with any kind of proper
weapon, not to mention her lack of discipline. The girl was completely green in anything relating to the
military. But still, she didn't give up. Climbing slowly and steadily, the girl eventually became one of the
best in her group, but not without the help with her new friends, especially another female kit called
Do'minika Mari'ya. She became best friends with the girl, was placed into the same squad and taking into
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consideration the skills she already possessed due to her previous lifestyle, was sent to work in public
security. She knew her way around the poor parts of towns, she knew the thinking of common criminals,
how and when they would strike. Alongside her squadmates the girl even invaded multiple hideouts with
the help of explosives, which would become one of her specialities, and stopped quite a few Smuggling
and trafficking operations at their very root. During those years, she never stopped helping her dear
family, always sending them money and gifts.

Her deeds turned a few heads, her abilities were noted, and upon reaching 17 years of age, on her last
coming of age ceremony, the daur, now no longer a kit, was recommended to the Division 5. It was a
huge shock for her, but a welcome one and she accepted the invitation that came after with immense
pride but a heavy heart for going separate ways with her friends.

Social Connections

Hina'mi Yuna Suzu'ha is connected to: Hina'mi Ken'ji (father) Yuna Koume (mother) Do'minika Mari'ya
(best friend)

Skills Learned

Communications

Suzu'ha can speak and write Tinacen very well due to her deep love for books. As the years went by she
improved her vocabulary and spelling by reading them and won't fall behind during formal conversations.

Fighting

What kind of military personnel doesn't know how to fight? Suzu'ha learned the ways of combat during
her time in the Youth Corps, but also learned a few tricks in the streets before that. She favours assault
rifles for longer distances and bladed weapons when it comes to melee.

Demolitions

Suzu'ha's passion when it comes to tactical weaponry. During her time at the Youth Corps, she invaded
quite a few hideouts alongside her squadmates, and nothing does the job better than a well-placed
explosive! Boom!

Physical

A proper soldier needs to be fit, that much is obvious. One can't keep up with their squadmates if their
bodies won't respond to their commands. Suzu'ha is quick on her feet during combat and can handle
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quite a lot of running or walking if need be. Of course, when it comes to raw physical strenght she's often
outmatched, but circunventing that is the purpose of blades and guns after all.

Survival

No one likes to get hurt, but unfortunately as far as the military is concerned such things happen often
and when they do, someone must know how to tend to such wounds. During her training Suzu'ha learned
such an skill, in case she or her friends were to end up in such a situation. Disinfecting, bandaging… Let
her know if you need anything! But of course, take care in the field! Prevention is the best medicine, after
all.

Knowledge

With a deep passion for books and reading, Suzuha learned quite a lot of things as a library assistant. Her
knowledge though is more focused on the things she perceives as “cool”. Her preferred subjects are
history, astronomy, biology when it comes to anatomy and chemistry when it comes to explosives, as for
the rest… Well, lets just say leave it to someone else.

Rogue

An interesting and useful skill Suzu'ha only refined during her time in the military, but learned the basics
in the streets. Stealth, street-wisdom, fast talking… A girl has to take care of herself.

Inventory & Finance

Hina'mi Yuna Suzu'ha has the following items:

 Shukara Covert SMG
    4 x 6mm AP Needle magazines Sharp

 Needler Pistol
    3 x 3 mm AP Needle magazines

 Operator Tactical Dress
    3 days of rations
    1 one-man swag

 Neshaten Grooming Tool

 Notebook
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OOC Notes

This character article was generated using the PHP template form.

Edit: Decreased height from 4'7“ to 4'5”, fixed formatting and added a notebook as a roleplaying tool. All
before character approval.

In the case ashwing becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? NO

Character Data
Character Name Hina'mi Yuna Suzu'ha
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
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